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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Feedback

We have developed quality product and state-of-art service to ensure our customers interest. If you have any
suggestions, please feel free to contact us at feedback@certsout.com

Support

If you have any questions about our product, please provide the following items:

exam code
screenshot of the question
login id/email

please contact us at  and our technical experts will provide support within 24 hours.support@certsout.com

Copyright

The product of each order has its own encryption code, so you should use it independently. Any unauthorized
changes will inflict legal punishment. We reserve the right of final explanation for this statement.
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Question #:1

All of the following are key principles to keep in mind as the team chooses and evolves it's Way ofWorking
(WoW) except:

Choice is good

Context counts

Pragmatism

Delight customers

Answer: D

Question #:2

When would you adopt the Continuous Delivery Lean life cycle?

We have an experienced team working on a product or service where the requirements will evolve at a
reasonable pace

We have team that is new to Lean working on a product or service where the requirements change

We have an experienced team working on a product or service where the requirements change

Answer: C

Question #:3

During which iterative ceremony should someone obtain feedback?

Iteration planning.

Retrospective.

Daily stand-up/coordination meeting.

Iteration demo.

Answer: D

Question #:4

In the disciplined agile manifesto, the phrase "consumable solutions" replaces the phrase "workingsoftware".
What is the primary reason for the change?
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The solution is only part of the software development process

Software cannot be consumed by the customers

Consumable solutions are harder to build using an agile life-cycle

Working software on its own doesn

Answer: D

Question #:5

Which of the following is the best description of the purpose a process goal?

The success criteria for a particular project or a process within that project

A clear prescribed method that helps the team standardize and execute the process

Guide the team through process decisions in a context sensitive way

A set of inputs, outputs and tools and techniques associated with a proess

Answer: C

Question #:6

Peter has shown self-confidence and trusted in his knowledge and abilities throughout the difficult timesin a
project. This trait is an example of which quadrant of emotional intelligence.

Social awareness.

Social skills.

Self-management.

Self-awareness.

Answer: D

Question #:7

Karan is the team lead that is exploring Artificial Intelligence tools for implementing a state of the
artapplication to record minutes of meeting and convert the speech into text. He has to direct teammembers on
several technical and interpersonal issues. At which stage the team is at.

Forming

Norming
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Performing

Storming

Answer: A

Question #:8

The Control process blade is also responsible for ensuring regulatory compliance.

TRUE

FALSE

Answer: A

Question #:9

Which of the following is not a role for the team lead in a Disciplined Agile team?

Helping the team collaborate

Helping the team evolve their WoW

Providing timely decisions on priority and product roadmap

Guiding the team through improvement actions

Answer: C

Question #:10

What is the role of the product owner?

Organize the product team

Inspect the product

Coordinate the product

Build the right product

Answer: D
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